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REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT
To the Trustees and Overseers of Bowdoin College:
I have the honor to submit the following report for the
academic year 1926-1927.
I. DE MORTUIS
The Honorable Barrett Potter of the class of 1878 died at his
home in Brunswick, August 19, 1926, aged sixty-nine years. He
had been since 1894 secretary of the Board of Trustees and
ex officio a member of the Board of Overseers. Not only did he
perform the duties of his office with rare fidelity ; he also for a
great many years rendered invaluable service as counsel of the
College. He had an unusually keen legal mind and sound judg-
ment and God's own gift of common sense. His advice in all
legal matters both to President Hyde and to the present presi-
dent was always generously given, ably presented, and as the
event disclosed, almost invariably right. A gentleman of real
culture and of wide sympathies, of courage, and of high minded-
ness, he has left an honorable record and a memory that will
be long and affectionately cherished by his Alma Mater whom he
served so loyally for thirty-two years.
George Patten Davenport of the class of 1867 died at his home
in Bath, Maine, December 29, 1926, aged eighty-two years. He
had been an Overseer of the College since 1906. Besides a
legacy of $5,000 to be added to the Davenport Loan Fund here
at the College, he left his very substantial estate in trust for the
benefit of his native city and thus became Bath's largest bene-
factor. He had the unique record of having attended sixty- four
consecutive Bowdoin Commencements.
Edward Page Mitchell of the class of 1871 died at New Lon-
don, Connecticut, January 22, 1927, aged seventy-four years.
He had been an Overseer of the College since 1917. Mr.
Mitchell of the New York Sun achieved national fame as an
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editor and ranks high in the small company of Americans who
have won great distinction in the profession of journalism. He
has indeed been termed by a well known journalist, "the great-
est editorial writer, bar none, in the English speaking world" —
a title that he himself with his modesty^of spirit would disclaim,
but a title which shows in what regard he is held by his fellow
craftsmen. He was beyond question the most felicitous of
speakers and writers on Bowdoin themes. His address at Bruns-
wick in the memorial exercises for President Hyde, on the
fiftieth anniversary of his class, and on the centennial of the
class of 1825 are Bowdoin classics. Possessed of very rare per-
sonal charm, of quaint and pungent, but never malicious humor,
a foe to all pretence and humbug, he was not only respected for
his unusual intellectual and literary, gifts, but deeply loved ion
his own personal qualities. We shall not look upon his like again.
I also record with very deep regret the deaths last fall of two
members of the Junior class, Cyrus Franklin Packard, Jr., of
Lewiston, Maine, on October 31, 1926, at his home; and Rodney
Wilson Bailey, of Woolwich, on November 29, 1926, at the
College Infirmary. Both were fine lads of the best Maine stock,
and both are sincerely mourned by their fellow students and by
the officers of the College.
II. GIFTS FROM APRIL 1, 1926, TO MARCH 31, 1927
Delta Upsilon Lecture, Delta Upsilon Fraternity . . .$ 100 00
Reception Room at President's House, gifts totalling 3,558 75
Hawthorne Prize, Nora A. Smith 40 00
Poetry Prize, anonymous donor to 00
Forbes Rickard, Jr., Prize, Mrs. Forbes Rickard ... 10 00
Library Serials, John F. Dana it 00
Land for Athletic Field, Frederick W. Pickard 2,310 00
Fellowship in French, Frederick W. Pickard 1,000 00
French Books, anonymous 100 00
Reading Room, William J. Curtis 400 00
Reading Room, William W. Lawrence 100 00
Books, James E. Rhodes, 2nd 35 00
Report of President 5
Books, William J. Curtis 75 00
Alumni Income Fund, contributions by Alumni 11,174 26
President's Loan Fund, Bowdoin Student Loan As-
sociation 100 00
Morse Library Fund, Estate of Edward S. Morse . . 1,000 00
Drew Scholarship Fund, Estate of Franklin M. Drew 2,000 00
Chamberlain Bequest Fund, addition, Estate of E.
B. Chamberlain 8,865 38
Emerson Scholarship, repayment, M. Dannis 60 00
Society of Bowdoin Women Foundation:
Mrs. Katherine C. Pierce 1,100 00
Estate of George C. Riggs 7,347 00
Swimming Pool Fund, Cyrus H. K. Curtis 100,000 00
Alfred W. Rogers Bequest, Estate of A. W. Rogers 198 63
Class of 1899 Book Fund, Class of 1899 1,648 52
Lewis Pierce Book Fund, Henry H. Pierce 6,500 00
Consolidated Scholarship Funds, W. A. Robinson ... 10 00
Coe Infirmary Endowment Fund, Estate of Sada L.
Coe 5,ooo 00
Alumni Fund, contributions of Alumni 7,074 95
Total $159,838 49
For many years in the President's Report there have been
included in the list of needs of the College a new organ for the
Chapel and a swimming pool. Thanks to the generosity of our
good friend, Mr. Cyrus H. K. Curtis, of Philadelphia, both of
these needs have now been met. At the present time a beauti-
ful organ is being installed in the Chapel; it is a three manual
instrument with forty-five stops, with electrical action
throughout, and is one of the finest productions of the well
known Austin Organ Company, of Hartford. The organ is
being placed in the east end of the Chapel, in the gallery over
the reading desk; and the console will be directly behind the
reading desk on the main floor. It is planned to remove the
present organ to Memorial Hall for concert purposes, when
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there will be opportunity for organ accompaniment. The pres-
ent organ gallery can then be furnished with seats and made
available when the seating capacity of the forms is over-
crowded. This gift will unquestionably be a great aid to Pro-
fessor Wass and to the cause of good music. It will be possible
not only to have more beautiful music at our chapel services
but also to inaugurate a series of organ recitals. Anything that
tends to improve the musical taste and knowledge of under-
graduates is a real asset; it is particularly gratifying to us just
at this time when Professor Wass is doing such splendid work,
to have so fine an addition to his facilities.
The committee appointed by the Boards to have supervision
of the installation of the new organ consists of the President,
chairman, Messrs. Philip Dana from the Board of Trustees,
Achorn from the Board of Overseers, and Wass from the
Faculty.
Mr. Curtis's other gift, that of $300,000 for the building and
maintenance of a swimming pool, is of particular interest and
importance as inaugurating what we hope may be a permanent
policy, namely, provision for the erection of new buildings only
when accompanied by funds for their subsequent maintenance.
A college must be on guard against being building poor. I
cannot speak too warmly not merely of the generosity of Mr.
Curtis but of the liberal and far sighted manner in which he has
met the wishes of the College. At a special meeting of the
Governing Boards held on April 16th, the contract for the
swimming pool was let to the Cummings Construction Company,
of Ware, Massachusetts; and work was begun on April 18th.
The college architects, McKim, Mead & White, are in charge.
Tt is hoped that the pool will be ready for use some time this fall.,
The new athletic field of over sixty acres south of Long-
fellow Avenue, the gift of Frederick W. Pickard, Esq., of the
class of 1894, fills another real need, now that we are actually
and practically carrying out our policy of athletics for all.
Thanks to additional gifts from Mr. Pickard and other inter-
ested alumni, work on clearing the field and preparing a baseball
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diamond and fields for soccer football has already been started
Henry H. Pierce, Esq., of the class of 1896, has given a gener-
ous foundation to the Library for a book fund in memory of his
father, Lewis Pierce, Esq., of the class of 1852. As I have so
frequently pointed out in these reports, the Library is in yearly,
I could almost say, in daily need of additions to its book funds.
No more valuable gifts can be bestowed.
The reception room in the President's House on Federal
Street, the gift of several of the New York alumni, has been
completed, and various changes adding to its convenience have
been made in the President's House ; all of which are most
gratefully acknowledged by the present, temporary occupants.
I also record here the gift from a young alumnus, who wishes
to be anonymous, of contributions for the endowment of a prize
fund to encourage the writing of verse by undergraduates.
III. CHANGES IN THE FACULTY
During the first semester Professor Mason of the Department
of Philosophy was absent on sabbatical leave, and Professors
Hormell and Stanwood of the Department of Political Science
were away during the second semester. Assistant Professor
Cushing of the Department of Economics has been on leave of
absence all the year doing graduate work at Harvard.
Last Commencement Professor Moody of the Department of
Mathematics resigned after forty-two years of service, and was
given the title of Professor Emeritus. So far as I know, this
is the first case of the conferring of that title for a very long
time. Professor Moody has been one of the finest teachers the
College ever had. He has held his classes to very high stand-
ards of work but no higher than those he has demanded of him-
self. In his retirement he has the affectionate good wishes of
hundreds of former students, the confidence of the community,
and the gratitude of his college which he has served so well.
Professor Moody's colleague and life long friend, Professor
Hutchins of the Department of Physics, has this winter an-
nounced his intention of retiring this coming summer after
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having served on the faculty also forty-two years. A scientist
of high rank, as the long list of works printed in Appendix B
to this report, attests, he has added much to the reputation of
the College by his research work. Much of the apparatus used in
his department he has made himself. He is a living witness to
the truth so often overlooked these days, that it is the working
scientist and not the expensive laboratory that counts. The
impulse for productive scholarship comes always from within.
The Faculty is undoubtedly weakened by the withdrawal from
active work of Professors Moody and Hutchins. It is pleasant
to think, however, that both will keep their homes in Brunswick
and will be available for counsel and advice on which so many
of us, both as students and fellow teachers, have in the past
greatly relied.
Only six other Professors have taught at Bowdoin more than
forty years. I give their names and the periods of their service:
Parker Cleaveland, 1805-1858,
Alpheus Spring Packard, 1819-1884,
William Smyth, 1823-1868,
Thomas Cogswell Upham, 1824-1867,
Henry Leland Chapman, 1869- 19 13,
Henry Johnson, 1877-1918.
During the present year Professor John M. Cates of the De-
partment of Physical Training and our Athletic Director has
resigned in order to accept an appointment as Director of Ath-
letics at Yale University, his Alma Mater. He has been largely
responsible for many improvements in our athletic policies and
has given us two years of splendid service. He has a sane view
of the place which athletics, both intramural and intercollegiate,
should occupy in our whole educational scheme; and we hope
,
and believe that his experience at Bowdoin will be of help to
him as he leaves us for what is perhaps the most important post
of its kind in the country.
Professor Henry B. Dewing of the Department of Greek has
asked for leave of absence for the first semester next year and
has notified us of his intention to resign on July 1, 1928, in order
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to accept the presidency of the new American College at Athens,
Greece. This appointment is of particular interest to Bowdoin
inasmuch as Athens College is expected to do in Greece what
Robert College has been doing these many years at Constanti-
nople; and we do not forget that the founder of Robert College
was Cyrus Hamlin, a graduate of Bowdoin in the class of 1834.
It is pleasant to think that in the person of Professor Dewing
another important ambassador of American letters and scholar-
ship will go directly to his post from Bowdoin College.
During the absence of Professor Mason, Professor R. F. A.
Hoernle, of Witwatersrand College, South Africa, took charge
of the work in Philosophy. Professor Hoernle is a recognized
authority especially in the field of metaphysics; and his wide
reputation both as scholar and teacher brought life and enthusi-
asm to his classes. I hope it may be possible more frequently
in the future to add occasionally to our Faculty, if only for a
semester or a year, other teachers of the distinction of Professor
Hoernle. Such an experience has been stimulating and inspiring
not only for the undergraduates but for the whole college com-
munity and for the other members of the Faculty nu less.
Last Commencement Noel Charlton Little, Ph.D., was pro-
moted from Assistant Professor to Professor of Physics; and
Thomas Means, A.M., from Assistant Professor to Professor of
Latin and Greek. Arthur Chew Gilligan, A.M., was promoted
from Instructor to Assistant Professor of Romance Languages.
New appointments of instructors were made as follows:
Howard Kennedy Beale, A.M., in History,
Walter Edwards Beach, A.M., in Economics,
William Harris Cary, A.B., in English,
Detlev Walther Schumann, Ph.D., in German,
Eugene Morehead Armfield, A.M., in French,
Malcolm Elmer Morrell, B.S., in Physical Training,
Nathaniel Cooper Kenclrick* A.M., in History.
During the year, thanks to the generosity of one of our
alumni, Mr. Frederick W. Pickard, of Philadelphia, we have
had the services of Mr. Georges Marie Michel Drucker as
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Teaching Fellow in French. He has given instruction in his
native tongue to a limited number of students who have been
majoring in the Romance Languages, and has proved himself to
be an interesting member of our community. He returns to
Paris June first; and I hope his place may be taken next year
by another young Frenchman, Mr. Pickard having again fur-
nished the funds necessary for that purpose. In these days
when international relations of all kinds are so important, it is
well for our young men to have as many contacts as possible
and practicable with their fellows from across the seas.
At the special meeting of the Boards held in April, Dr. Henry
Lincoln Johnson, of Westerly, Rhode Island, was elected College
Physician, and will during the academic year give all of his time
to the duties of that office. Dr. Johnson who is a former mem-
ber of the class of 1907 and a graduate of the College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons in New York, has had a wide experience
both in hospitals and in general practice, has been much sought
for positions similar to that to which he has been elected, and
is particularly interested in problems relating to student health.
We expect to give him complete authority and responsibility on
all matters relating to the health of the students, including their
supervision when in athletics ; and by this appointment we hope
to prove that we are among the progressive colleges in this most
important field. The College is very grateful to Dr. Lincoln
who has been Acting College Physician the past two years, for
consenting to fill in until we found the right man to take the
work up permanently.
The resignation of Professor Cates has made it necessary to
reorganize the work in the Department of Physical Training.
At the April meeting of the Boards Malcolm E. Morrell was
elected Acting Director of Athletics for next year; and he will
also be the coach of the football team. Assistant Professor Cobb
will have charge of all the work in the gymnasium and will also
supervise all intramural sports. Mr. Magee will continue as
track coach; and Mr. Houscr as coach of baseball, hockey, and
soccer. On the recommendation of the Athletic Council, Mr.
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Paul Frascr, of Westbrook, a graduate of Colby College in the
class of 191 5, will be assistant football coach for the football
season only. Mr. Donald D. Lancaster of the graduating class,
will be appointed assistant in the Department of Physical Train-
ing in charge of the freshman football team, and under Mr.
Cobb's direction will help with the corrective classes, and in
whatever work it will be wise to carry on in the new swimming-
pool. Since at the present time it is not possible to foresee how
much instruction in swimming will be advisable, it has been
judged wise to make rather temporary provision so that our
options may be entirely open. It is not our intention to have in
the future any of the work in athletics under part time coaches
or teachers; and I strongly recommend that the salaries of all
the coaches and instructors be carried on the regular college
budget with such provision for contributions from the funds of
the Athletic Council as may be desirable.
Very frankly many of the arrangements for next year are
experimental ; but under all the circumstances, we have con-
cluded that it is better to give the organization which has been
built up here the past two years a chance to see what it can do.
Mr. Morrell has the confidence of the students, Faculty, and
Athletic Council; and we expect a happy and successful year.
It will be noted that in accordance with the policy recom-
mended by all the Ten Year Reports we are gradually increasing
the teaching staff. In 1926-1927 we added instructors in Eng-
lish, French, and Government, and made arrangements for the
services of an expert mechanician for the Department of
Physics. For 1927-1928 we plan to add an Assistant Librarian,
an Instructor in Philosophy and Psychology, and another teacher
in the Department of the Classics to take the work of Professor
Dewing in the first semester, and of the Dean who will be absent
on leave in the second semester. Next year there will be nearly
fifty names in the list of the Faculty. With its expansion it
may seem desirable to make more frequent use of the title of
Associate Professor for those who have served as Assistant
Professor but who have not through experience or the complc-
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tion of productive scholarly work fully qualified for the abso-
lutely permanent, and, as experience not only at Bowdoin but at
all other colleges proves, irrevocable professorships. It is not,
however, intended that the establishment of the Associate Pro-
fessorship will slow up promotion for young and able men who
ought to be given places on the permanent faculty as soon as
possible.
At the June meeting the Boards will consider my recommenda-
tion now in the hands of the Visiting Committee, that a pro-
fessor after ten years' service may be recommended for the new
maximum salary that is to be established; and that in excep-
tional cases for distinction in scholarship or teaching, a pro-
fessor may be recommended for the maximum salary before the
completion of ten years' service, and that furthermore, in the
interim when the Boards are not meeting, the Executive Com-
mittee shall be given authority to act in any emergency. The
idea of the maximum salary is to make it possible to reward
meritorious length of service and also to have a means of re-
taining on our Faculty men who might otherwise be lured else-
where ; for we ought not to forget that very sane sentence in
the Report on the Needs of the College by the Committee of the
Alumni : "To suppose that a college professor does not feel the
difference between a $4,000 salary and a $6,000 salary is as
little to his credit as to suppose that he cares for nothing but
pelf."
IV. INCREASE IN TUITION
At the April meeting of the Boards the annual tuition, fee was
raised from $200 to $250 to take effect for all classes beginning
with September, 1927. This increase was necessary in order to
secure more income especially for the improvement of instruc-
tion, with which increase we may make such readjustments in
Faculty salaries as may be of help in retaining men whom in
the present strenuous competition we should otherwise lose, and
with which we can also provide for additional instructors. The
increase in tuition was also desirable on other grounds. Last
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year the student paid only 34% of the total cost of his educa-
tion. It seems reasonable to expect that without undue hard-
ship, particularly with more satisfactory administration of our
liberal scholarship funds, this proportion should increase. Of
course the College has not the slightest intention of asking the
student to pay anything like the full cost of his instruction ; but,
personally, I believe that students and parents should have the
same attitude toward it as toward other good things in life and
be ready to pay a fair share. Even at $250, tuition at Bowdoin
will be less than at Amherst, Trinity, Wesleyan, and Williams,
and of course not so high as at the larger colleges like Dartmouth,
Harvard, and Yale. In accordance with the instructions of the
Boards, I immediately notified all students and parents affected,
not only through the press but by personal letters. It is interest-
ing to record that the Orient, expressing student opinion, ac-
cepted the increase as necessary, as did all the letters I received
in return from such parents as wrote me.
In this connection it may be well to say that the committee
appointed last Commencement on the revision of our methods of
awarding scholarships will report this June; and that the basis
of the report is the desirability of paying even more attention
to the financial need of each applicant than has been our prac-
tice. This committee is made up of Mr. William T. Cobb,
chairman, from the Board of Trustees, Mr. Lewis A. Burleigh,
from the Board of Overseers, Dean Paul Nixon from the
Faculty, and Messrs. Paul A. Palmer and George O. Cutter
from the undergraduates. The committee has also had the very
valuable and constant assistance of the Bursar, Mr. John C.
Thalheimer. fThis is, I believe, the first time that undergrad-
uates have served on a committee appointed officially by the
Boards, and it is the unanimous opinion of all concerned that
the experiment has been fully justified. In order to carry out
this principle of cooperation I arranged for an informal meet-
ing of a committee of seniors with the Examining Committee;
and I hope to make this a yearly practice and also to have a
group of undergraduates meet with the Visiting Committee for
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a free and frank conference without any member of the Faculty
or of the administration present.
V. INSTITUTE OF ART
The third of our Bowdoin Institutes following those of His-
tory in 1923, and of Literature in 1925, was held on the subject
of art from May 2nd to 13th, 1927. The committee in charge
consisted of Professor Andrews, chairman, and Professors Bur-
nett, Van Cleve, and Means, and Assistant Professors Meserve
and Crook, and Mr. MacCormick, from the Faculty. The excel-
lence of the programme and the admirable manner in which it
was conducted with the careful attention to the many necessary
details were entirely due to" the hard work of this committee
under the able direction of its chairman. The lecture of Miss
Violet Oakley was given to the Institute by the Society of Bow-
doin Women, another example of their generous interest in the
College ; the other expenses were taken from the regular college
budget as we now regard these institutes as a most valuable form
of instruction. As usual the lectures were open to the public and
were very largely attended. The Round Table conferences were
for the undergraduates alone. The programme follows
:
Monday, May 2, 8.15 P. M., Illustrated Lecture, Dean George
Harold Edgell of. Harvard, "Why We Study the Fine Arts."
Tuesday, May 3, 10.30 A. M., Round Table Conference, Dean
Edgell, "The Teaching of Fine Arts in This Country;" 8.15
P. M., Illustrated Lecture, Mrs. George Grant MacCurdy of
New Haven, "The Art of Prehistoric Man."
Wednesday, May 4, 10.30 A. M., Round Table Conference,
Mrs. MacCurdy, "New Methods in Pre-History ;" 8.15 P. M.,
Lecture, Frank Weitenkampf of New York, "Prints and Print
Makers."
Thursday, May 5, 10.30 A. M., Round Table Conference, Mr.
Weitenkampf, "How Prints are Made;" 8.15 P. M., Illustrated
Lecture, Kenneth MacGowan of New York, "The Art of the
Theater— Today and Tomorrow."
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Friday, May 6, 10.30 A. M., Round Table Conference, Mr.
MacGowan, "Scenic Art;" 8.15 P. M., Illustrated Lecture, Prof.
E. Baldwin Smith of Princeton, "What Makes Style in Archi-
tecture?"
Saturday, May 7, 8.30 A. M., Round Table Conference, Prof.
Smith, "Books on Architecture;" 8.15 P. M., Illustrated Lecture,
Harvey Wylie Corbett of New York, "Why the Skyscraper?"
Monday, May 9, 10.30 A. M., Round Table Conference, Mr.
Corbett, "Architecture from the Layman's Point of View;" 8.15
P. M., Illustrated Lecture, Alfred LI. Barr, Jr., of Cambridge,
"Tendencies in Modern American Painting."
Tuesday, May 10, 10.30 A. M., Round Table Conference, Mr.
Barr, "Appreciation of Modern Painting;" 8.15 P. M., Lecture,
Walter Pach of New York, "Modern Painting."
Wednesday, May it, 10.30 A. M., Round Table Conference,
Mr. Pach, "Modern Painting;" 8.15 P. M., Illustrated Lecture,
Violet Oakley of Philadelphia, "Mural Painting."
Thursday, May 12, 10.30 A. M., Round Table Conference,
Miss Oakley, "Murals;" 8.15 P. M., Lecture, Douglas Volk of
New York, "Portraiture in the Field of Art."
Friday, May 13, 10.30 A. M., Round Table Conference, Mr.
Volk, "Reminiscences of a Portraitist;" 3.30 P. M., Round Table
Conference, Dr. R. Tait McKenzie of University of Pennsyl-
vania, "The Expression of Emotion by the Face;" 8.15 P. M.,
Illustrated Lecture, Dr. McKenzie, "Athletic Sports as an In-
spiration for Sculpture."
In closing the Institute on the evening of May 13th, I said:
'We have all been surprised and delighted at the response to
the Institute both on the part of the undergraduates and of the
public. Feeling that art would not be so popular a theme as
either Modern History or Modern Literature, we thought we
might be doing a service to Art by this Institute ; and we find
that Art has done much for us. A great variety of stimulating
• ideas has been presented from this platform. We have been
taken from the caves of prehistoric man to the towering sky-
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scraper of tomorrow. We have heard that art to be effective
and sincere must, according to the modernist, cut itself off from
the past; and we have heard in the phrase quoted by Mr.
Douglas Volk, that all progress is only tradition on the march.
We have, I hope, thus gained in catholicity of taste. Perhaps
we can after our last two institutes understand the remark at-
tributed to Thomas Hardy, that two of the most beautiful things
that have come out of America these past few years have been
the poetry of Edna St. Vincent Millay and the set-back sky-
scraper.
"Our experience with these institutes has definitely proved to
us that we should continue them in the future. Along what lines
we shall make up our next institute in 1929 we have not yet
determined— perhaps it will be in science, or in government, or
in economics. In 193 1 we shall have another Institute of
Literature. I shall be grateful for comments, suggestions, or
criticisms from undergraduates, alumni, or the public.
"
VI. OTHER LECTURES
The college does its most important work in the daily ordinary
routine of class-room, laboratory, and conference. I honestly
believe that we are requiring more and more work from our
undergraduates. That they respond well may be shown by the
report of the Dean that the record in the first semester was the
best in years. The presence on the Faculty during the first
semester of Professor Hoernle, and during the year of other
young men of varied academic training both in Europe and at
home, quickened the College intellectually. We have also tried
to furnish as many opportunities as possible for the undergrad-
uates to become interested in different fields. The Annie Talbot
Cole lectures this year were unusually effective; the first by
Professor Chauncy B. Tinker, of Yale, on "Tendencies in
Modern Poetry/' was answered the next week in a public lec-
ture by Professor Charles H. Gray of our own Department of
English who took exception to some of Professor Tinker's argu-
ments. This is a precedent that may well be followed in the
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future. The second Cole lecture by Norman Angell, of London,
and the Delta Upsilon lecture by Norman Thomas, of New
York, presented the liberal point of view on present interna-
tional problems. Laurence Binyon, of the British Museum, in
November gave a charming* account of Chinese paintings; and
on June 2nd Professor J. L. Brierly, of All Souls' College, Ox-
ford, is to lecture on the League of Nations. During the week
beginning May 17th, Mr. Robert Frost, the poet, is to be in resi-
dence and will give a public reading and be available for confer-
ence both with individuals and with groups. In these and other
ways we are continuing the tradition that the college should be a
center of intellectual interest with its influence radiating through
the community, always remembering that the college is primarily
an institution of learning and of scholarship, and must be chiefly
concerned "with the common round, the trivial task" of routine
study. There can be no short cut to learning.
VII. NEEDS OF THE COLLEGE
As has been my custom in past years I list here certain needs
of the College, which I shall be glad to explain in more detail
to any friends of Bowdoin who may be interested
:
1. First, last, and always additions to the endowment funds
for general collegiate purposes.
2. A union, adequately endowed. ($200,ooo-$300,ooo).
3. An endowment fund for our institutes. ($75,000).
4. Funds for the renovation of the interior of Memorial
Hall. ($30,000).
5. Funds for the completion of the New Athletic Field.
($45,000 will ultimately be needed. Gifts in units of $5,000
would be acceptable as we propose to develop the field grad-
ually).
6. Funds for concerts and recitals. ($25,ooo-$50,ooo).
7. Funds for more graduate scholarships. (Units of $10,000
to $20,000).
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8. A little theater to encourage work in dramatics and in
play-writing.
9. A research professorship. ($100,000).
10. Book funds for the Library.
11. A club house for the Faculty.
An interesting suggestion has been made by one of the mem-
bers of the Boards that the present carpenter shop on Bath
Street be turned into a museum for the exhibition of materials
that have come to us in the past from the Peary and MacMillan
expeditions, and that will undoubtedly be received from
the future excursions of Professor MacMillan into the far
North. This old building which has been used as college com-
mons, gymnasium, store-house, and carpenter shop, has admir-
able architectural possibilities; and if a modern shop and store-
house could be built, it could well serve the College in its old
age as an Arctic Museum. The suggestion is at least worthy of
consideration. Professor MacMillan, whose loyalty to Bowdoin
has been so fine, would gladly make such a museum a depository
for Eskimo and other Arctic exhibits. One hundred years from
now such a museum would be of great interest and it might well
in the more immediate future stir the imagination of such
Pearys and MacMillans as may spend their careless youth on
our campus.
Another suggestion, this time from an interested member of
the Faculty, requires careful consideration. It is that some-
time in the future we replace the mural decorations in the
Chapel, which are all copies, by original murals that might be
of a more even excellence. As we all know, one or two of the
paintings now in the Chapel are well done; but many others are
not of great artistic worth. Probably Bowdoin College was
one of the pioneers in this country in mural decoration. Surel}
the original donors who had at that time such foresight would
not object to having these copies replaced by beautiful origi-
nals. I submit the idea for comment and criticism.
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VIII. THE NON-FRATERNITY PROBLEM
Bowdoin is frankly a fraternity college. We have since the
establishment of the first fraternity here in 1841 encouraged the
movement, allowed the fraternities to accumulate property and
have made use of them in many ways, to provide facilities which
the College would otherwise have been obliged to furnish. On
the whole, for the small college the fraternity system is admir-
able, perhaps indeed ninety percent, good. We would not abolish
fraternities if we could; and we could not if we would.
But the fraternity system has one very serious weakness.
Inevitably there are boys who are not in the rush of initiation
time, or later for other and often trivial reasons, asked to join
any of the organized groups; and these boys lack many of the
advantages which their fellows enjoy. At the present time in a
total membership of about 525, 75 or 80 of our undergraduates
have no fraternity affiliations. Among these are many of the
finest boys on the campus, — loyal, interested members of the
College. At no considerable expense the College has furnished a
house where good board may be obtained at a reasonable cost
for all members of the College who wish to take advantage of
that opportunity. But the plan has not worked out well, partly
because there are no general lounging rooms available, and
partly because one of the rooms is used by the members of the
Faculty as a boarding club. The College has endeavored to en-
courage the foundation of another organized group, but so far
without success. We have also urged the different fraternities
to take in more members; but as most of them are now larger
than is convenient, not much help can come from that quarter.
Faculty and undergraduate committees have wrestled with
this problem for many years. It is still unsolved. A Union with
provisions for a common room for the non-fraternity men, and
dining quarters for about fifty, would be a great help. Next
year we hope to make better temporary arrangements in the
college dining club. I recommend most earnestly that a com-
mittee composed of members of the Boards, the Faculty, and
the undergraduates be formed this Commencement to study this
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question and to attempt to arrive at a satisfactory solution. So
many of the boys in this group are so fine and so steadfast, and
some of them are so clearly unhappy, that I regard this as the
most important problem, so far as the social life of the students
is concerned, now confronting us.
IX. WAR MEMORIAL
The alumni are entitled to know the present status of the War
Memorial. There is before a sub-committee, consisting of the
President, Messrs. Pierce and Lawrence of the Board of Trus-
tees, and Mr. F. Arnold Burton of the Alumni Council, for
recommendation to the full committee, the final design sub-
mitted by the college architects, Messrs. McKim, Mead & White
of New York City. The monument suggested, classical in form,
round, of a diameter of seven feet, rises to a height of twenty-
one feet where stands surmounting the whole composition, a
Greek urn. There are two panels for inscriptions. The monu-
ment rests upon a circular platform three steps high and seven
feet six inches wide. It is proposed to use as material white
Bethel granite. The estimated cost is about $30,000. The pro-
posed location is in the center of the campus near the Thorndike
Oak or at the intersection of the center line of the road leading
from the '75 Gateway to the Chapel. There are, however, many
objections to either site. These and other criticisms will be
given most careful consideration before the committee makes its
final report this Commencement. It is greatly to be hoped that
this design will be either definitely accepted or definitely re-
jected, and that some memorial to the twenty-eight Bowdoin
men who gave their lives in the great war, as well as of the
patriotism of hundreds of others who served, will be finally de-
cided upon this Commencement so that dedicatory exercises may
be held on the tenth anniversary of the first Armistice Day,
November 11, 1928. It is only fair to add, however, that many
alumni would wait still longer until exactly the right kind of
memorial was determined upon.
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X. GENERAL AND OTHER EXAMINATIONS
By vote of the Faculty the requirement of a general examina-
tion in the student's field of concentration has been extended to
all departments except in the sciences where alternative methods
of testing- the student's initiative and general knowledge are
still allowed. This type of examination has recently been adopted
by several other colleges and will undoubtedly be used more and
more in the future. Indeed I venture to predict that examina-
tions of a general sort will also be given at the end of the sopho-
more year to test the foundations of the college course, with the
final general examination in the student's particular major sub-
ject in his senior year. With the rapid growth of the junior
college idea there will have to be some modification of the tra-
ditional curriculum.
It is also, I believe, only a question of time when the College
will again require the passing of at least some examinations for
entrance by all applicants for admission. There is no perfect
method of admitting candidates to college. In many ways the
certificate system works well. But it would seem to be more
satisfactory to have each candidate submit his schuol record with
other information as to his character, ambitions, and abilities,
along- with such marks as he had gained in college board exami-
nations. On such a record the candidate would be admitted or
rejected. The old entrance condition would be done away with.
The committee on admissions would study each case as a whole.
At the present time the College sends out examinations only
to Maine schools requiring of all other candidates who do not
present certificates, the passing of papers set by the College En-
trance Examination Board. I understand that the Board hopes
to be able to extend its field of operations more widely in Maine
and also to lower its fee. In that case Bowdoin would gladly
give up its own entrance examinations.
XL IMPROVEMENTS IN THE PLANT
Last summer Winthrop Hall was renovated and equipped with
shower baths and adequate toilet facilities on every floor; and it
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is planned to make similar improvements in Appleton Hall this
summer; and later on in Maine Hall. In a short time therefore
all our dormitories will be in an entirely satisfactory condition.
There is an interesting- tendency on the part of upperclassmcn
to room in the dormitories rather than in chapter houses. We
reserve now one hundred and fifty places for freshmen, as no
freshman is allowed to room off the campus except by special
permission of the Dean. I hope the day will come when all
seniors will room in dormitories with sophomores and juniors in
fraternity houses, if they so desire. The first and last impres-
sions of the undergraduate should come from college, and not
fraternity, association.
In 1926 the tunnel for steam pipes, water pipes, and electric
wires was extended from Hubbard Hall to the Art Building; it
is planned this summer to complete the circuit by extensions
from Winthrop to Massachusetts to Memorial Hall to the
Science Building.
All these improvements are expensive for the moment; but in
the long run economical, for it is good business to keep the
plant in excellent condition.
All of this work and many other details requiring much
thought and supervision have been done under the direction of
the very able Visiting Committee. It is a pleasure to record the
gratitude which the College owes to each member of that com-
mittee, consisting of Hon. William T. Cobb, chairman, and
Alfred B. White, Esq., of the Board of Trustees, and Messrs.
Harold L. Berry, Ripley L. Dana, and E. Farrington Abbott of
the Board of Overseers. The business of the College requires
each year more and more attention; and it is enheartening to
feel that the interest of the members of the Governing Boards
is unflagging and that probably never before in the history of
Bowdoin has there been so much hard and effective work done
by the Boards and by their various committees.
XII. CONCLUSION
I am including in appendix A, — a bibliography of the schol-
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arly work of members of the Faculty for the past two years,
rigidly excluding therefrom articles on education and those of a
purely literary nature as I wish it to show simply the productive
scholarship of the present Faculty.
I am also including in appendices C and D the reports of the
College Physician and of Dr. Vanamee; and in appendix E, the
usual table of the religious preferences of the students.
This report which has assumed the dimensions of Polonius's
beard is necessarily lengthy because we have been having an
unusually interesting year and because Bowdoin College is al-
ways an interesting theme. From last Commencement when we
listened to an inspiring address at the Phi Beta Kappa Centen-
nial by my old teacher, Professor Charles H. Grandgent, of Plar-
vard, through the summer when we had the interesting and
friendly visit to our campus of the New England Federation of
Harvard Clubs, something has been stirring all the time. The
new reading room in the Alumni Room in Hubbard Hall opened
last September has fully justified its existence. Vocational Day
arranged by our Alumni Council in February went off better
than ever. There are of course many defects to correct— there
have been of course some incidents to regret— but in the main
the year has been as happy as it has been active. Still lest we
grow complacent, we should all of us when thinking of Bowdoin
College have in mind the maxim of Caesar, nil actum credens
cum quid superesset agendum.
Respectfully submitted,




Professor Charles T. Burnett :
Splitting the Mind: an Experimental Study of Normal Men.
Published as No. 155 of The Psychological Monograph
Scries.
Professor Manton Copeland :
An Apparent Conditioned Reflex in Nereis Virens. Anatomi-
cal Record, Vol. 34, No. 3.
Fauna of Penikese Island, 1923, Lepidoptera-Butterflies.
Biological Bulletin, Vol. 50, No. 1. (Edited by R. E. Coker.)
Chemical Reactions of Nereis Virens. Anatomical Record,
Vol. 31, No. 4.
Dean Paul Nixon :
Martial and the Modern Epigram. A volume in the series
entitled Our Debt to Greece and Rome. Published by Long-
mans, Green & Co., New York, 1927.
Professor Warren B. Catlin :
The Labor Problem in the United States and Great Britain.
Published by Harper & Brothers, New York, 1926, pp.
X, 659.
Review of Atkins and Lasswell, Labor Attitudes and Prob-
lems. American Economic Review, March, 1925, pp. 124-126.
Review of Mess, Factory Legislation and Its Administration.
American Economic Review, September, 1926, pp. 501-502.
Review of Berman, Labor Disputes and the President of the
United States. American Economic Review, June, 1925,
PP. 344-345-
Professor Orren C. Hormell:
Essentials in Government— a study programme prepared for
the Auburn Witenagemote. Bowdoin College Bulletin, No.
145, Municipal Research Series, No. 5, July, 1925, pp. 46.
History of the Direct Primary in the State of Maine. Re-
printed from Studies in American History, Indiana Uni-
versity, June, 1926, pp. 345-379.
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Cost of Primaries and Elections in Maine. Bowdo in College
Bulletin, No. 157, Municipal Research Series, No. 6, July,
1926, pp. 61.
Maine Public Utilities. Bowdoin College Bulletin, No. 164,
Municipal Research Series, No. 7, February, 1927, pp. 70.
Book Review. A City Planning- Primer by G. E. Lommel and
Frank Bates ; reviewed in Indiana University Alumni Quar-
terly, Vol. XIII, April, 1926, pp. 170-171.
Book Review. American City Government by William Ander-
son; reviewed in American Political Science Review, May,
1926, pp. 433-436.
Book Review. The Government of American Cities, fourth
edition, by William Bennett Munro ; reviewed in National
Municipal Reviezv, April, 1927, p. 261.
Professor Alfred O. Gross :
Diseases of the Ruffed Grouse, 1925, Science, Vol. 62, No.
1594, PP. 55-57-
Diseases of the Ruffed Grouse, 1925, Auk, Vol. 42, No. 3,
PP. 423-431.
Suggested Ornithological Work for Bird Banders, 1925, Auk,
Vol. 42, pp. 95-104.
A Nighthawk Study, 1926, Bull. N.E.B.B. Ass'n, Vol. 2,
PP. 41-44.
Report of the New England Ruffed Grouse Investigation
Committee, June, 1926, eight pages, illustrated.
Barro Colorado Biological Station, Canal Zone, Panama, 1926.
Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution. Fifteen il-
lustrations from original photographs.
Report of the Ruffed Grouse Investigation, 1925-1926, pub-
lished jointly with Dr. Arthur A. Allen, of Cornell
University.
Mr. Austin H. MacCormick:
Contributed to 1925 Handbook of American Prisons, prepared
by National Society of Penal Information, Inc., published
by Putnam.
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Joint author with Thomas Mott Osborne and P. W. Garrett of
The Colorado Report, a report made to the Governor of
Colorado on the penal institutions of the State. Published
by National Society of Penal Information.
Joint author and editor, with P. W. Garrett, of 1926 Hand-
book of American Prisons. Published by Putnam.
Contributed section on Penology to American Year Book, 1925
and 1926.
Inmate Community Organization in Prison Management, in
Proceedings of American Prison Association, 1926.
Send Them Up— to What? in Crime Number of Survey
Graphic, March, 1926, Vol. VIII, No. 6.
Professor Noel C. Little:
Thermomagnetic and Galvanomagnctic Effects in Arsenic.
Physical Review, Vol. 28, No. 2, August, 1926.
Elementary Text-book of Physics. Science, Vol. LXII, No.
1604, September 25, 1925.
Professor Thomas Means:
Catullus LXIII, Classical Philology, Vol. XXII, No. 1.
Professor Charles H. Livingston:
Middle English "Askances." Modern Language Review,
(Cambridge, England) January, 1925.
Old French "Ercier, Ercer." Modern Language Notes, XL,
2, I92 5-
The Fabliau "Des Deux Anglois et de rAnel." Publications
of the Modern Language Association of America, XL, 2.
The Jongleur Gautier Le Leu : A Study in the Fabliaux.
Romanic Review, XV, 1-2 (appeared in 1925).
Le Mai Saint Leu. Modern Philology, XXIV, 1.
Professor Edward S. Hammond :
Twelve Lessons in the Theory of Equations. Used as a text
for part of Mathematics I.
Professor Stanley P. Chase:
Mr. John Masefield : a Biographical Note. Modern Language
Notes, February, 1925.
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The Scene of the Everlasting Mercy. The Southwest Reviczv,
January, 1926.
Assistant Professor Wilfrid H. Crook:
Britain's Morning After (article on the general strike).
Survey Graphic, July, 1926.
Assistant Professor Charles H. Gray :
Essays by William Hazlitt, selected and edited with an intro-
duction by Charles Harold Gray (The Modern Reader's
Series). The MacMillan Co., New York.
Mr. Howard K. Beale :
Is the Printed Diary of Gideon Welles Reliable? American
Historical Reviezv, April, 1925, XXX, p. 547.
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APPENDIX B
Scientific Papers of Professor Charles C. Hutchins
American Journal of Science
New photographic spectroscope
Oxygen in the sun
Carbon in the sun
Elements in the sun
New instrument for measurement of radiation
Notes on metallic spectra
Radiant energy of the standard candle and mass
of meteors
Radiation of atmospheric air
Absorption of radiant heat by alum
Thermo-electric heights of antimony and bis-
muth alloys
(third series)



























Use of Crooke's tubes for X-rays
Irregular reflection




New method of measuring light efficiency
Absorption of thin films
Quartz spectrograph
Proceedings American Academy
An account of a new thermograph and of some
measures in lunar radiation
Oxygen in the sun
On the existence of carbon in the sun
On the existence of certain elements together
with the discovery of platinum in the sun
Astronomy and Astro-physics
Platinum of glass mirrors (note)
Astrophysical Journal
New heads to cyanogen bands vol. 15
Popular Astronomy
A laboratory method of determining the eccen-
tricity of a sextant vol. 1
1
Ptolemaic and copernican systems of Galileo 12
Monthly Weather Review-
Air radiation
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APPENDIX C
Report of the College Physician
Dudley Coe Infirmary
To the President of Bozvdoin College :
The doctor who has to look after the health of a large number
of young people, living away from home, and supposed to be
mentally responsible, has his problems well accounted for. Chief
among them is the universal tendency of youth to carelessness
of health habits in eating, insufficient clothing and exposure to
climatic changes, especially in the fall and spring; in contacts
with others who are ill; and in neglect to report slight illnesses
in the beginning. It is the old story of eternal vigilance being
the price of safety.
Various types of digestive disorders and colds constitute the
bulk of the afflictions to which student flesh is heir.
Eight cases of appendicitis were operated upon, either at home
or in the Brunswick Hospital, and all but one gave histories of
previous attacks.
There have been tonsilectomies referred to specialists ; and it
is astonishing how many boys come to college in these days with
tonsils that should have been removed years before.
There were three cases of German Measles, and two of
Scarlet Fever, and just before the close of the winter term, a
small epidemic of Influenza.
There were two deaths in the past year, one from an acute
Nephritis complicating a Pneumonia, and the other from
Streptococcus Pneumonia and Pleurisy.
At the time of writing 95 boys have been in the Infirmary for
periods of from twenty-four hours to a month ; the average
being five days.
There is always a slight, but fortunately limited, tendency to
use petty illness as an excuse for getting out of work, or for
week ends at home. Eyes and teeth form the majority of these
cases. Eyes are more often neglected than teeth ; and the
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student who enters college with visual errors uncorrected loses
out both in comfort and in efficiency.
Parents need to be constantly urged to see that their sons enter
college physically sound, and unhandicapped by physical condi-
tions that at any time may cause serious disability or their with-
drawal from college.
The realization of the boys that there is always someone who
takes a real personal interest in them, and to whom they can
come freely for consultation and advice, forms a bond of mutual
friendship and assistance which makes the doctor's service a
pleasure and his burden comparatively light.
The College Physician wishes to express his thanks and ap-
preciation for consultations and assistance to Drs. Drummond,
Vanamee, and Warren of Portland; Dr. Day, of Wiscasset, and
Dr. Stott, of Woolwich; Drs. Elliott, Cumston, Richardson, and
Stetson, of Brunswick; Dr. Andrews, the local Health Officer;
and to Drs. Coombs and Pepper, of the State Board of Health.
Respectfully submitted,
C. S. F. Lincoln, Acting College Physician.
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APPENDIX D
Report of Orthopedic Consultant
To the President of Bowdoin College
:
The examination of the Freshman Class of 1930 in the fall
of 1926 was conducted by a team of five physicians. Doctor
Lincoln did the general work, Doctor Eugene Drake examined
the heart, Doctor Stanwood Fisher examined the nose and
throat, Doctor Vanamee examined the structural system, posture
and general surgery, and Doctor Francis Welch examined
the lungs.
This was a new method for Bowdoin but one which is being-
adopted in many colleges. It is based on the principle of dis-
covering all the physical defects of the students on their entrance
with a view towards correcting these defects as far as possible
throughout the four years' study period. The examination was
concluded in one day and the general impression of the exam-
iners, as expressed by one of them, was Tt is a fine bunch of
boys."
An analysis of the records shows, however, a peculiar condi-
tion. Of the 166 men examined no serious conditions were
found. This is rather an unusual record and it was a much
better record than found in the examinations conducted by the
army where about one in every five was found unfit for ser-
vice. However, of that 166 only 44 passed by the examiners
without having some physical defect noted. In all 284 defects
were noted distributed among the 122 men remaining and
ranging from one to four defects per man. These defects were
:
Of the shoulders 61, chest 43, spine 74, feet 26, posture 25, ears
2, nose 5, lungs 12, heart 8, tonsils 23.
The outstanding defect is that noted in the spine. This con-
sisted of 26 cases of immovable or fixed dorsolumbar spines,
36 scoliosis, six lumbar lordosis and six lumbar kyphosis.
The 61 cases of right or left shoulders being low were to be
expected and are not out of the usual. The 43 cases of chest
defects range from the extremely deformed rachitic chest with
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the sternum like the bow of a ship through to a hollow sternum
which would hold a small cup of fluid. Of the 25 poor
posture cases thirteen were unassociated with any other defect
and were strictly the result of lack of attention to the growing
youth. Of course the cases of scoliosis, fixed spine, etc., were
held in poor posture but they are classed separately as there was
a real pathological explanation of the posture. The 74 spines
and the 25 posture cases should be added together making 99
poor posture findings but distributed among 86 men. This re-
sults in finding one-half the examined men having poor posture.
There were 26 cases of flat feet ranging from 1st degree to
3rd degree, all except the 3rd degree ones being correctable.
The lungs presented 12 cases where the findings showed some
healed defects and it is quite remarkable that there were no
active pathological conditions.
The heart examinations disclosed eight cases of actual path-
ological conditions but they all were well compensated and pre-
sented no symptoms. These hearts were none of them so bad as
to impel the examiner to place any restriction upon the man
from the ordinary occupations of a student. They were, how-
ever, advised not to enter the strenuous sports.
Twenty-three cases of diseased tonsils were noted. In some
cases the men were advised to have them removed, in other cases
they were informed of the findings.
The two ear findings and the five nose cases were advised of
the findings and instructed to have the defects corrected.
One-half of the class have poor posture. All of these, except
the rachitic ones, were capable of correction at an earlier age.
A few are capable of correction now but the possession of the
will to work on the correction for a sufficient amount of time
and effort has, in my observation of these men, been restricted
to one man. The formal work of reconstruction in mass classes
has gone on in a much more satisfactory way than last year
and the results accomplished have been greater.
Last fall the re-examination of the Sophomores who had been
through the corrective work of last year was a most pleasing
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experience. About thirty of the men showed marked improve-
ment and a continued interest in their reconstruction.
Mr. Cobb with the cooperation of Prof. Burnett and myself
has carried on a very interesting and instructive investigation
of the physiological effect of poor posture on brain function. A
series of experiments have been started and should be continued.
As far as was brought to my attention there has been but one
injury during the various athletic activities of the men. I have
known of other injuries but did not see them. The one case
referred to was a knee injury in which my advice was not
carried out. The man still has some disability in this joint.
I wish to recommend that during the football season the col-
lege physician be on the field every practice day and present at
all games. I also strongly recommend that all treatments of all
injuries in all athletics be carried out only upon the prescription
of the college physician, that no trainer be allowed to treat any
injury except on the physician's order.
Respectfully submitted,






















































REPORT OF THE DEAN
To the President of Bowdoin College:
Sir:—I recently read an article entitled Scrapping Perfecti-
bility. The title may be misleading*. It does not imply militant
Christianity, or fighting to make the world safe for democracy,
or belligerence in any other noble cause. "Scrapping" is used
as a verb, not as an adjective. The article is merely one more
of those tiresomely clever and tirelessly cynical demolitions of
those of us who are still quaint and primitive enough to hope
and pray and work for mankind's progress toward perfection,
instead of clinging to the coat tails of evolution, awaiting a
drag wherever it pleases, whenever it sees fit.
The world seems to be very full just now of bright young
men who can see at a glance how absurd and dunderheaded the
human race has been previous to their own enlightening advent.
In one page they can verbally annihilate the achievements of
centuries. They can take a nonchalant swing at all humanity's
moral and spiritual aspirations and knock them out of the lot
with a couple of playful paragraphs. In a single short essay
they can summarize the wisdom of the ages, delete most of it,
emend the remains, and quadruple the sum total by casual in-
terpolations of their own. Theirs, they tell us, is not the "modern
mind;" it is the "contemporary mind." And this contemporary
mind, they modestly predict, will be the mind of all future
thinkers— if, by some bare chance, there is any thinking still
to be done when they are through.
It would be interesting to know just how and where these
bright young men were schooled. Perhaps "schooled" is not the
word. At any rate, it would seem probable that they never
were formally educated, for they themselves admit that educa-
tion in our day has "largely reduced itself to the teaching by
badly trained incompetents to semi-morons of the standardized
information." Surely they are not semi-morons themselves.
Even more surely do they lack patent and pertinent parts of
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"the standardized information." Otherwise they would betray
some acquaintance with the standardized fact that two thousand
odd years ago certain thinkers first discarded many of the origi-
nalities which occupy the "contemporary mind," and then began
to think. In the absence of this "standardized information,"
each one of these bright young men seems to regard himself as
"a unique portent, a soul immaculately conceived."
These bright young men have somehow discovered that the
world is not perfect, and never has been perfect. The clergy
have tried to make it perfect. They have failed. Scrap the
clergy. Scrap religion also, while we're about it. Scrap God,
and call it a day, theologically speaking. Statesmen have tried
to make it perfect. They have failed. Scrap them. Scrap gov-
ernments. Teachers have tried to make it perfect. They have
failed. Scrap teachers. Scrap formal education. Moralists
have tried to make it perfect. They have failed. Scrap moral-
ists. Scrap morals. Immorality is rather good fun, anyway.
Business men and reformers, organized and unorganized, are
now trying to make the world perfect. They are sure to fail
Scrap them. Scrap this whole ideal of perfectibility. Scrap
everything, pretty much, except evolution, automatic and
self-sufficing.
Psychology and biology, so these bright young men somewhere
learned, have prescribed the pace and the limit of human better-
ment. We have gone ahead a few feet in the last million years
:
leave things alone, and we may go ahead a few feet more in the
next million. It is low-brow, bourgeois, Babbitty to expect
much, or to do much to fructify expectations. The "contem-
porary mind" has spoken.
Alumni will be relieved to know that few Bowdoin under-
graduates are mentally up-to-date. They are in general still
ready to believe that standardized information is at least better
than nothing as a basis for sound thinking. They have enough
standardized information of an athletic sort to make them wary
of scrapping a member of a football team, for instance, simply
because he cannot win a game single-handed. They have enough
standardized information of a scientific and economic sort to
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make them wary of scrapping the standardized fuels, for in-
stance, simply because they do not yet give heat and power with
100% efficiency. They have enough standardized information of
a sociological sort to make them wary of scrapping great stand-
ardized principles of conduct, for instance, simply because men
have not yet universally practiced them and profited by them.
They have enough standardized information of an historical sort
to make them wary of scrapping certain incurable and inspired
idealists of the past, for instance, simply because they could not
kindle in the souls of all later men sufficient of their own divine
fire to burn untended throughout the ages.
Furthermore, they have enough standardized common sense
to make them wary of scrapping anything that is unquestionably
beneficial until they have discovered something unquestionably
better to take its place. They have yet to be shown that cynicism,
cynicism regarding the fundamental things of life, is something
unquestionably better. They have yet to be convinced that the
old means of progress — discovery, inspiration, and instruction
— which have often amazingly improved the individual, may not
amazingly improve the race. They have yet to learn that the
quickest way of reaching one's destination is to wait around until
one can board a passing glacier bound for somewhere. But enough
of this. Not that it is not pertinent to this Report. For among
the things that we should most prize in the present Bowdoin
is the fact that our undergraduates are not omniscient. They do
not commonly enter as smart, sophisticated and shallow Fresh-
men. They do not commonly graduate as Seniors of sopho-
moric bent.
There is one particular matter, Mr. President, which I wish
in this Report to bring to your attention and to the attention of
our alumni. Bowdoin, thanks to certain of these alumni, was
one of the first colleges to attempt, in any systematized way, to
place its Seniors in the business and industry zvhere they best
fitted. Our system, begun nearly ten years ago, very soon tailed
to function in the intended way, primarily because it was partly
based on the assumption that Seniors themselves could tell for
what they thought themselves best fitted, or could at least stale
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just what sort of business they most wished to enter. It appears
that many Seniors possess no such powers of self-analysis
and clairvoyance.
In recent years more and more business concerns have been
sending their Personnel Directors to the colleges looking for
men, and more and more colleges have been organizing per-
sonnel departments of their own. The Eastern College Per-
sonnel Officers Association, formed last fall, has grown in less
than a year from an association with about a score of members
to one with about a hundred. The three meetings of this asso-
ciation which I have attended and the two meetings of a some-
what similar organization, formed under the auspices of the
University Club of Boston, all meetings attended and addressed
by college and business personnel men and by employers, have
convinced me that we should do much more at Bowdoin to
enable our Seniors to pass from this college of liberal arts into
the business or industry in which they best belong. It is not so
much a question of helping them find a job: we usually can do
that now. It is a question of helping them find the job. Good
personnel experts, men who can, even with the aid of, all possible
records and tests, size up a Senior and authoritatively declare
that he belongs not in the Underwriting Department of an Insur-
ance Company, but in the Credit Department of a Linotype Man-
ufacturing Company must be rarer than hen's teeth. But busi-
ness and industrial concerns seem to be accepting the decisions
of such personnel men of their own, are asking for cooperation
from the colleges, and are giving special consideration to col-
leges which provide this cooperation. We need at Bowcloin the
part time service of a man who has a wide acquaintance with
the demands and opportunities in the field of business and
industry, and can at any rate understand college Seniors, draw
them out, and at least make a much better guess at what they
are suited for than they themselves, or I, can. Perhaps we
could combine with other colleges in securing such a man. Voca-
tional Day is excellent, so far as it goes; even a Vocational
Course for Seniors, given by some of our alumni, might well be
considered. But such a man as I have briefly described is what
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we really need, just as soon as we can find the right man. The
wrong one would be worse than no one.
In conclusion, Mr. President, may I invite you to glance at
the following Tables, especially Tables X, XI, XII, VIII, VI,
which reveal certain unrelated but interesting (statistical) facts :
(1) That the men on the Dean's List have maintained a rather
better scholastic average after making the List than before, and
have cut classes hardly more often; (2) That our best Bowdoin
students have been those who have come to us entirely by cer-
tificate; (3) That there has been no notable academic sag, as
we had perhaps fancied there was, on the part of our scholar-
ship recipients after their scholarship was once obtained;
(4) That the Abraxas Cup was won by Deering High School
with an average that breaks all records; (5) That the general
scholastic average of the College during the first semester of
this year was higher than it has been during any first semester
since 1921, and this despite an alleged attempt by the Faculty
to reverse the figures.
I. ENROLLMENT
Number of
Students enrolled Sept. 23, 1926 . . . .544 (Sept. 24, 1925—533)
Students enrolled Dec. 1, 1926.... 537 (Dec. 1, 1925—527)
Left between Sept. 23rd and Dec. 1st 7
Students enrolled April 1, 1927 493
Left between Dec. 1st and April 1, 1927 38
Seniors finishing work for degree 10
Men re-admitted 4
Dec. 1, 1926 April 1, 1927
Students in Senior Class 116 104
Students in Junior Class 94 89
Students in Sophomore Class (inc. 1
Special) 151 139
















































IV. ENROLLMENT IN COURSES 1926-1927
Course First Semester Second Semester
Art 3, 4 11 12
Art 7, 8 25 25
Astronomy 1,2 11 5
Botany 1 19
Chemistry 1, 2 89 80
Chemistry 3, 4 22 14
Chemistry 5, 6 7 8
Chemistry 7, 8 17 16
Chemistry 9, 10 11 8
Economics 1,2 89 80
Economics 3, 4, 7 6
Economics 5, 8 7 14
Economics 9, 10 28 24
English 1, 2 169 170
English 11,12 1 14 87
English 4 171
English 5, 6 ... . 40
English 7, 8 30 22
English 11,12 86 87
English 15, 16 33 30
English 19, 20 28 30
English 23, 24 21 21
French 3, 4 139 1 16
French 5, 6 69 61
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French 7, 8 21 19
French 11,12 12 12
French 15, 16 11 12
Geology 1, 2 6 2
German i, 2 119 103
German 3, 4 24 21
German 5, 6 23 25
German 7, 8 16 13
German 9, 10 14 13
German 11, 12 11 10
Government 1, 2 128 121
Government 5, 6 23
Government 7, 8 17
Government 9, 10 35
Greek A, B 26 26
Greek 1, 2 19 16
Greek 7, 8 3 3
Greek 1 r, 12 . 26 43
Greek 14 6
History 5, 6 17 22
History 7, 8 94 108
History 9, 10 19 18
History 11, 12 15 18
History 14 7
Italian 3, 4 6 4
Latin A, B 20 18
Latin 1, 2 33 31
Latin 3, 6 10 16
Latin 7, 8 9 8
Literature 1, 2 71 63
Mathematics 1, 2 136 130
Mathematics 3, 4 27 24
Mathematics 5,6 6 6
Mathematics 7, 8 6 9
Mathematics 11, 12 5 1
Mineralogy 5
Music 1, 2 42 43
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Music 3, 4 7 5
Philosophy 1, 2 113 61
Philosophy 3, 4 28 58
Physics 1, 2 56 51
Physics 3, 4 15 14
Physics 5, 6 7
Psychology 1, 2 64 62
Psychology 3, 4 20 16
Psychology 5, 6 8 8
Sociology 1, 2 58 46
Sociology 4 15
Spanish 1, 2 44 43
Spanish 3, 4 5 5
Zoology 1, 2 31 30
Zoology 3, 4 16 13
Zoology 7, 8 1
Zoology 9, 12 19 3






Phi Delta Psi 10.114
Sigma Nu 9.91
1
Beta Theta Pi 9.906
Zeta Psi 9.809
Psi Upsilon 9-375
Alpha Delta Phi 8.891
Delta Kappa Epsilon 8.240
Kappa Sigma 8.209
Theta Delta Chi 8.078
VI, STUDENT COUNCIL CUP 1911-1927
High General
Date Fraternity Average Average
Feb., 1911 Delta Upsilon 11.9683 10.0209






































































Beta Chi (now Sigma Nu)
Alpha Delta Phi
Phi Theta Upsilon (now Chi Psi)
Phi Theta Upsilon (now Chi Psi)
Phi Theta Upsilon (now Chi Psi)












































































This cup has been awarded 31 times, 10 times to Delta Upsilon,
4 times to Phi Theta Upsilon, which is now Chi Psi, 8 times to
Phi Delta Psi, the local fraternity, twice to Zeta Psi, twice to
the Bowdoin Club which no longer exists, twice to Chi Psi, and
once each to Alpha Delta Phi, Theta Delta Chi, and Beta Chi
which is now Sigma Nu. The non-fraternity group had the
highest average for six semesters but since the cup is awarded
to a fraternity or club, this fact does not appear above.
The general average is the average of the whole college at
the time of each award.
The average of the general average, or the average of
scholarship since 191 1 is 10.5076.
The average of the winners' averages is 12.4085.
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These averages are obtained on the basis of A equalling 4;
B, 3 ; C, 2 ; D, 1 ; and E, —2.
The best record, 17.0830, was made by Phi Theta Upsilon in
June, 1918.
VII. THE ABRAXAS CUP—FEBRUARY 1927
Grades Per cent
Deering High School (3 men) 48.0 16.000
Portland High School (8 men) 110.0 13-750
Rockland High School (5 men) . 68.0 13.600
Brunswick High School (7 men) 92.0 13.142
Moses Brown School, Providence, R. I.
(4 men) 38.0 9.500
Newton (Mass.) High School (7 men) 61.0 8.714
Huntington School, Boston (8 men) 61.0 7.625
Phillips-Exeter Academy (5 men) 37.5 7-500





Exeter Academy 15.1250 10.0740
Portland H. S 11.9000 9.1 180
Dexter H. S 12.8333 9.6207
Skowhegan H. S 1 5.8333 t 0.6560
Edward Little H. S H-3333 to.0694
Jordan H. S 1 1.3333 8.6548
Brunswick H. S 15.1250 8.7295
Portland H. S 13.6600 8.4650
Deering H. S 12.6000 6.66y6
Brunswick H. S 12.2727 9.0245
Bangor H. S 8.8423 8.0235





























The averages are obtained on the basis of, A equalling 4;
B, 3 ; C, 2 ; D, 1 ; and E, —2.
IX. SCHOLASTIC GRADES OF FRESHMEN COMPARED










































































































































































































































































































































X. SUMMARY OF ALL DEAN'S LISTS FROM 1923-1927
(This Table would seem to show that the Dean's List privileges
have not been abused, in general, and that somewhat
better scholarship has attended it)
Grades before Grades on which Av. cuts to Grades while Av. cuts to
making D. L. D. L. was made one subject on D. L. one subject
56.6% — A's 60.8% — A's 61.7% — A's
43.4^ — B's 39.2% — B's 3 38.3% — B's 4
XL COMPARATIVE RECORD OF MEN ENTERING BY
CERTIFICATE ENTIRELY, BY CERTIFICATE AND
EXAMINATION, AND BY EXAMINATION ENTIRELY
1917-1926
Certificate Cert, and Exam Exam
% No. % No. % No.
% Entering by 68.93 (804) 23.85 (278) 7.22 (84)
% Graduated 61.71 (507) 62.94 (175) 51.18 (43)
Standing
°/o Graduating in 1st 3rd 41.81 (212) 25.14 (44) 18.61 (8)
% Graduating in 2nd 3rd 33.13 (168) 43-43 (76) 30.23 (13)
% Graduating in 3rd 3rd 25.06 (127) 31.43 (55) S 1 - 1 ^ (22)
°fo Dropped 11.07 (89) n.52 (32) 13.09 (11)
% Withdrew 26.74 (213) 25.54 (70 35-72 (30)
% Men winning honors .... 14.55 (117) 10.43 ( 29) 3-57 (3)
% Men winning prizes 14-67 (118) 12.59 (35) 10.71 (9)
% Individual failures 63.27 (1168) 27.41 (506) 9.32 (172)
XII. COMPARATIVE SCHOLASTIC AVERAGES OF SCHOL-
ARSHIP MEN—FIRST AND SECOND SEMESTERS
1922-1926
(There had been a suspicion that students after receiving a
scholarship at the end of the first semester, did much poorer
work the second semester. This clearly is not the case)
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1925 81.2 80.3
1926 83.4 82.7




REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN
To the President of Bozvdoin College:
In accordance with the laws of the College I present herewith
my 12th annual report on the condition and progress of the
College Library for the year ending 31 March, 1927, the same
being the 27th-28th year of my connection with the Library.
SIZE AND GROWTH
The number of volumes in the Library is estimated to be
138,500. The accessions for the past twelve months were 3,000
volumes; of which number 2,264 were purchased, 1,900 at an
average cost of $2.70, and 364 by subscription to periodicals that
were bound; and, 736 came by gift,—188 from the State and
National governments by provision of law, and 548 from various
persons and institutions. As heretofore, the Appendix to this
report gives an itemized statement of the growth of the collec-
tion during the year and its contents by the various classes in
which it is arranged.
*
PURCHASES
While the amount expended for books during the past year
is considerably below the high mark of the year before, it never-
theless exceeds that of other recent years by about two thou-
sand dollars. More books have been purchased, but fewer ex-
pensive ones, than in some other years.
The chief purchases of the year were in the departments of
English, French, German, and Spanish Literatures. Through
the cooperation of Professor Livingston in France, and of Dr.
Schumann in Germany the Library was enabled to increase its
collections to its great advantage. The largest single purchase
made in this manner is a complete set of the Euphorion. As
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usual in such cases the set is being continued by a current
subscription.
GIFTS
Notable additions have been made to the endowment funds
of the Library.
By the will of Professor Edward S. Morse, who was at Bow-
doin in the early '70's, and who received the degree of Ph.D.
here in 1871, and who was later noted as a Japanese scholar and
director of the Peabody Academy of Sciences, the Library re-
ceived the sum of $1,000.00.
A fund amounting to $6,500.00 has been given by Henry Hill
Pierce, LL.D., of the Class of 1896, in memory of his father,
Lewis Pierce, of the Class of 1852. With wisdom, the donor
refrains from restricting the income, but suggests that it be used
"preferably for the purchase of books/' Such suggestions carry
all the value of restrictions and leave the future unhampered.
The Class of 1899 has paid a fine tribute to one of its instruc-
tors, Professor Henry Crosby Emery, Ph.D., LL.D., of the Class
of 1892, in establishing a book fund in his memory. The fund
now amounts to $1,648.52, and its income is to be devoted to
the purchase of books in the social sciences in its broadest
application.
Checks have been received from James E. Rhodes, of the
Class of 1897; John F. Dana, of the Class of 1898; and Charles
Griffin, of the Class of 1926.
The Carnegie Corporation has presented to Bowdoin, along
with about twenty other institutions, extensive sets of prints,
books, and other material illustrating the fine arts.
Complete sets of the more important publications of the
League of Nations have also been received by gift.
CIRCULATION
The number of books charged to borrowers for use outside
the library building during the past year was 7,216. The largest
number of loans in a single month was 829, in October; the
smallest 223, in July.
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While the total recorded circulation is slightly less than that
of the year before, it is well above the circulation of other re-
cent years. As usual it does not include the circulation of re-
served books borrowed for overnight use ; neither does it include
renewals, which amount to a large number.
CATALOGUE
During the year 3,000 volumes were added to the Library.
The cataloguer classified, accessioned, shelf-listed, numbered,
and catalogued all these (with the exception of continuations
which were previously catalogued.) Hundreds of cards were
added to the catalogue analysing continuations, and over 600
cards were replaced. With our present method of placing tem-
porary cards in the catalogue immediately upon the receipt of
books, before they can be catalogued, and the necessity after
the books have been catalogued of replacing these temporary
cards with typewritten cards to be again replaced by Library of
Congress cards as soon as they can be obtained and made ready,
it seems inadvisable to take the time to keep a record of the
exact number of cards added to the catalogue.
THE NEW READING ROOM
The special reading room, designed to foster the habit of read-
ing worth-while books, was opened to the students at the be-
ginning of the academic year. Miss Alta M. Reed has had
general charge of the room, and with the help of two members
of the senior class the room has been kept open eleven hours
each day. More than 700 volumes have been placed in the room
this year, and the number of readers has exceeded expectations.
When the number of demands upon students' time is taken into
consideration a daily average of twenty readers may be con-
sidered gratifying.
The appropriation of $2,000.00 was increased by gifts of
$500.00 from interested graduates making it possible to buy a
very reasonable number of books the first year.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
The following table presents a classified statement of the
sources of the income and the nature of the expenditures of the
Library, arranged substantially along the lines recommended by
the American Library Association.
RECEIPTS
1923-24
Appropriations, salaries . . $5,000 00
Books, etc 3,5oo 00
Endowment funds, consol. 1,956 59
Appleton fund 685 95
Chapman memorial .
. .
Class of 1899 fund ....
Class of 1875 fund .... 80 00
Drummond fund 211 80
Hubbard fund 4,691 26
Thomas Hubbard fund 135 40
Lynde fund 70 00
Morse fund
W. A. Packard fund . . 120 00
Pierce fund
Stanwood fund













































$16,526 00 $20,523 19 $19,296 51 $21,034 37
EXPENDITURES
Books $3,358 14
Periodicals 1,1 39 88
Binding 854 29
Express and postage .... 121 51
Increase of Library
. . [5,473 82]
Library supplies 361 44
Salaries, library service .. 7,432 15
janitor service . . 872 70
New equipment 414 20
Repairs 2,541 79






































$17,155 16 $17,641 03 $19,516 46 $19,872 59
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ENDOWMENT FUNDS
I add a table of the Endowment Funds of the Library in order
that the preceding table may be more intelligible and that the




























































































































.$144,899 71 $157,223 30
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THE NEW PERIODICAL ROOM
The large room in the basement at the western end of the
building, immediately below the old periodical room, has at last
been equipped with steel bookcases. The room is reached from
the old periodical room by an iron stairway in keeping with the
rest of the building. Space has been provided for about 12,000
volumes of ordinary-sized periodicals and about thirty years of
newspapers. The completion of the plan awaits next year's
appropriation; but the room is now usable, and no one outside
regular workers can fully appreciate the relief.
As a result of the moving of the periodical overflow to the
new room it has been possible to re-arrange the entire second
floor of the stack, much to the satisfaction of the departments
of languages where very large purchases during the past few
years have resulted in serious congestion. This floor is now
ready for a decade of progress.
The first floor of the stack is now the problem, and the erec-
tion of the other half of the fifth floor should not be delayed
beyond a year or two, so that the first floor may be relieved.
ADMINISTRATION
As a matter of record I report the departure of Miss Kath-
arine L. Willis, to become married; and the addition to the staff
of Miss Corris H. Potter, a graduate of the Brunswick
High School.
Respectfully submitted,
Gerald G. Wilder, Librarian.
Hubbard Hall, 30 April, 1927.
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APPENDIX
The Library, as Classified, showing Accessions for the Period
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Special metaphysical topics 120











Practical and devotional 240
Homiletical, pastoral, parochial ...250
Church, institutions, work 260
Religious history 270
Christian churches, sects 280
Non-Christian religions 290
25 5 30 1,299
8 4 12 695
37 37 979
44
100 1 IOI 7,233







21 2 23 369
32
17 1 18 494
9i
8 2 10 882
2 2 97
5 2 7 633
13 r*A 15 1,857
1 1 321
8 8 1,866
S I 6 997
3 3 428
1 1 878
2 O4W 4 919
3 I 4 890










































24 1 25 1,088
5 5 10 799
16 28 144 4,094
57 50 107 4,039
40 40 80 3,243
26 15 4i 2,858
10 15 25 1,090
35 29 64 3,985
16 53 68 1,881
6 8 14 251










30 S 35 2,618
8 18 26 1,245
3 9 12 1,283
6 9 15 75i
14 15 29 1,286
1 8 9 i,45o
2 • 2 78
20 1 21 768
4 2 6 729
19 22 41 1,671
4 1 5 776
12 6 18 5,36t
' 5 5 889
5 16 21 1,161
1 1 43



























Geography and description ....... .910
Biography 920
Ancient history 930
Modern history, Europe 940
Asia 950
Africa 960
North America , 970
South America 980





22 5i 73 659
1 1 126
II 18 29 318
I 19 20 192
2 8 10 85





5 3 8 440
36 36 i,34i
76 5 81 5470
188 1 189 6,337
188 3 191 3.097
336 21 357 3,897
5 3 8 1,034
82 82 402
30 30 1,980
40 1 41 1,728
3 3 336
14 2 16 1,3*7
62 4 66 5,7i3
54 16 70 2,642
22 22 735
120 19 139 5,*9i
11 11 244
2 2 107
47 16 63 2,992
88
94
3 7 10 i,378
17 45 63 4,546
19 19 5,852

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS
To the President of Bowdoin College:
The Director of the Museum of Fine Arts has the honor to
submit the following- report for the year ending April 30, 1927
:
ACQUISITIONS
May—A small landscape, in oil, by Henry W. Ranger; pur-
chased for the Museum from the James Phinney Baxter Fund
in Memory of Professor Henry Johnson.
Five Japanese Prints; from Mr. F. W. Pickard '94.
June—Eight medals; awarded to the artist Ben Foster; be-
queathed by him to the Museum.
Portrait, in oil, of Samuel Valentine Cole '74, Trustee of the
College; a replica by the artist, Alfred E. Smith, of the original
portrait at Wheaton College, a gift of his widow and brother,
William I. Cole, A.M., '81.
July—A pen and ink drawing by Dr. Frederic H. Gerrish '66;
from Dr. James A. Spalding, of Portland.
A bronze head, "The West Wind/' by H. Muller; a bronze
copy of the Louvre Borghese Warrior, with pedestal; a Japa-
nese Cloisonee vase, with stand; bequest of Dr. Charles W.
Packard, Bowdoin A.M., 1883; received from his niece, Miss
Charlotte M. Packard.
August—Fifty Roman Imperial Coins; from Mr. John M.
Wulfing, of St. Louis, Mo. ; listed for the Museum by Professor
Henry B. Dewing.
February—Six Egyptian antiquities : an egg-shaped soapstone
dish, prehistoric, found at Abydos; a pair of gold earrings, Ptole-
maic, 100 B.C. ; an iridescent glass vase, Roman epoch, 100 A.D.
;
a piece of Coptic embroidery, 400 A.D. ; a silver coin, Ptolemy V,
180 B.C.; a gold coin, Arsinoe IT, wife of Ptolemy Philadelphia,
261 B.C.; from Mr. John Hubbard.
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March—Twenty-eight classical antiquities, from Mr. Edward
P. Warren, as follows
:
Marble: Part of Cinerary Urn; Elderly male head from re-
lief; Statuette of boy, on red base; Seated Cybele; Small head
of Herakles; Female right hand; Fragment of woman's face;
Grey : male bearded head.
Vase : Red Figured Cup without stem : horsemen ; Small
brown bowl.
Vase Fragments: Red Figured: 2 Amazons; from neck of
crater. Squid, etc.; Zens and Ganymede; from rim of crater:
Apollo, youth and woman.
Vase Fragments: Black Figured: from neck of bottle; Small
round aryballos; from centre: Head of Gorgon.
Bronze: Horse, on perforated stand; Ladle, swans' heads
handle ; Dog-collar, ending in dogs' heads.
Silver : Ladle : ending in dog's head.
Onyx : Tiny alabastron.
Diorite : Small vase.
Glass : Fragment of coloured bowl.
Alabaster : Alabastron, with separate top ; Small perfume vase.
Terra Cotta : Portion of tile: marked U; Part of decorative
relief (2 pieces).
The acquisition of a series of Belgian war posters, given by
Mr. Ray W. Pettengill '05, was inadvertently omitted from the
Report for 1925-26.
LOANS
May—Oil Portrait, 58^ in- x 94/^ in -> of Robert Auriol Hay
Drummond, ninth Earl of Kinnoull and his next brother, Thomas
Drummond; by Benjamin West, P.R.A., 1767; and a mezzotint
of this portrait, by Valentine Green, published 1768; loaned by
Scott and Fowles, of New York.
October—A collection of twenty-five small antiquities, ex-
hibited in a case in the basement lecture room; loaned by Mr.
and Mrs. J. Henry McLellan, of MacMahan Island.
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Two Liverpool or Washington Pitchers, marked respectively
Teoder Ham and Sally Ham; loaned by Mrs. W. P. Kendall,
of Bath.
WITHDRAWALS
May—A Norwegian carved chest, withdrawn by Mr. Edgar
O. Achorn '81.
Bust in Plaster of Commander Donald B. MacMillan; with-
drawn by the sculptor, Mrs. Minerva Kendall Warner.
July—Two Russian brass samovars; a ship's horn; two wax
figures under glass; completing the withdrawal of the loan col-
lection of the Misses Martin.
August—A small, old-fashioned rocking chair; a picture of
Mrs. Ting; withdrawn by Miss Theodosia Pendleton.
One small Japanese screen, from the Houghton collection.
December—One Chinese carved ebony table ; two carved
ebony stands; one small stand; one nest of Chinese teapoys; one
Chinese carved ebony chair; one large ebony cabinet; one red
cabinet; withdrawn by Mrs. William A. Houghton.
Oil painting: The Castle of Chillon; withdrawn by Mr. Levi
C. Wade.
February—One bronze ; eight vases ; withdrawn by Mrs. W.
A. Houghton.
The Chinese embroidered picture on a roll lent by Major Wal-
lace C. Philoon '05, U.S.A., has been transferred to the house
of the President.
During the past year the portraits of the Presidents of the
College, formerly hung in the Bowdoin Gallery, have been
moved to the upper corridor of Hubbard Hall ; those of Pro-
fessors Chapman and Woodruff, of Mr. Edwin B. Smith '56, and
President Samuel V. Cole '74, to the Students' Reading Room,
Hubbard Hall; and the portrait of Dr. Thomas U. Coe '57, to
the reception room of the Infirmary. The painting, The Torrent




A collection of forty-six water colors, chiefly marines, by the
late Alice Preble Tucker de Hass, lent by her sister, Miss Sallie
Tucker, of New York 'City, was on exhibition in the Walker
Art Building from October 12 to November 8, 1926.
"Fifty Prints of the Year," a representative collection of
etchings, lithographs and woodcuts by living artists, assembled
by the American Institute of Graphic Arts, was exhibited
December 6-23.
A similar collection, sponsored by the American Federation
of Arts, was shown January 4-18, 1927.
Fifty etchings and ten lithographs by George T. Plowman
were exhibited February 8-23, and Mr. Plowman gave, on
February 17, in the Lecture Room of the Art Building an in-
structive talk on the Graphic Arts, stirring a considerable in-
terest amongst students in the subject, particularly, of etching.
During the year the casts in the Rotunda of the Art Building
were cleaned and tinted, and the walls of the Bowdoin and
Boyd Galleries repainted.
The attendance through the calendar year was 10,163, the
largest number ever recorded.
Respectfully submitted,
Henry E. Andrews, Director.


